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adopted, I sec.v 
much."
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and quickly remarke 
soft snap.” We hai 
gerly ever since.
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an elderly Highland! 
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not guilty, and the e 
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every year
and not one of them uses a life-preserver, the 
life-boats rot at the davits; but who would wish 
to travel on a steamboat that neglected to pro- 
vide such things? The truth is, when such 
things are needed a is a matter of life or death 
and the people realise that it is better to pro
vide them ten thousand times where they may 
prove unnecessary, than to be without them 
once ichen they need them.

But no large company of persons journey 
through the world long before some of them 
feel the need of life insurance. Every year
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more are to follow, all 
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F’<-araon, decided in the court of assize vee 
'«rday. Judgment has not yet been given 

the Carnegie cnee Half s docen other 
-uito are likely to follow. But in the two 
ee-es already heard the iaeuy has not bees
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